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Puzzle

The Island of Knights and Knaves: There’s an island in which
certain inhabitants called “knights” always tell the truth, and others
called “knaves” always lie. Every inhabitant of the island is either
a knight or a knave.

Puzzle. Three of the inhabitants—A, B, and C—were standing together
in a garden. A stranger walked by and asked A, “Are you a knight or a
knave?” A answered, but rather indistinctly, so the stranger could not
make out what he said. The stranger then asked B, “What did A say?”.
B replied, “A said that he is a knave”. At this point the third man, C,
said, “Don’t believe B; he is lying!”

The question is, what are B and C?
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Logic 1: Introduction to symbolic logic [PHIL08004]

I lecturer: Dr Brian Rabern
I office: DSB 4.04c (tuesdays 11:00)
I email: brian.rabern[at]gmail.com
I website: brianrabern.net/logic1.html
I twitter : @Logic1Edinburgh

I You will meet you individual tutors at tutorials (start Week 2).

I Sign up to only one tutorial group, with no timetable clashes
I Attendance at tutorials is compulsory

I secretary: Ann-Marie Cowe (annmarie.cowe[at]ed.ac.uk)
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Course text

I An Exposition of Symbolic Logic, Terrence Parsons
I available free online via course website
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The online system

I The online system is essential: ∃LOGIC
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what is logic?
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“Logic is concerned with arguments, good and bad. With the
docile and the reasonable, arguments are sometimes useful in set-
tling disputes. With the reasonable, this utility attaches only to
good arguments. It is the logician’s business to serve the reason-
able. Therefore, in the realm of arguments, it is the logician who
distinguishes good from bad.” (Kalish & Montague 1964: 1)
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Logic is the science of reasoning

I formulate principles of good reasoning

I investigate the structure of thoughts and their rational
relations

I develop precise languages suitable for science, mathematics,
and philosophy
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The analysis of ‘man’

I Plato analyzed “man” as
featherless biped

I x is a human if and only if
x is featherless and bipedal

I Diogenes plucked a chicken
and declared “here is
Plato’s man”

Aristotle held that “man” can be defined as rational animal
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An analysis of ‘lying’

I What does it mean to lie?

I A lied to B if and only if:

I A said something to B
I what A said was false
I A believed it was false
I A intended to deceive
I ??
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A formal system of human knowledge

I there is a recurring idea that all concepts can be analysed as
structures composed of the basic concepts

I bachelor = unmarried + man

I all possible thoughts might be encoded in a small set of
concepts plus rules for combination

I can we use the kind of precise notation from mathematics to
develop a formalised human language?

I and have a rigorous and systematic method of expressing and
computing any truth?
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An algebra of human knowledge

I Gottfried Leibniz’s 17th century speculations about the
development of an alphabet and algebra of human knowledge

I a universal formal language able to encode all human
knowledge (characteristica universals)

I a formal inference engine able to compute all the truths from
the basic truths (Calculus ratiocinator)
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“The only way to rectify our reasonings is to make them as
tangible as those of the Mathematicians, so that we can find
our error at a glance, and when there are disputes among
persons, we can simply say: Let us calculate, without further
ado, to see who is right.” (Leibniz 1685)
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A calculus of thought

I Gottlob Frege’s 19th century development of modern logic
and the Begriffsschrift (also Russell, Carnap, etc.)

I develop a symbolic language that reveals the logical form of
sentences and arguments in terms of the shapes and
arrangements of the symbols
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Logic and computation

The invention of the modern computer is the distillation of the
insights of centuries of logicians: Aristotle, Leibniz, Boole, Frege,
Gödel, Turing, etc.
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Compensation for the Dude’s rug

I the Dude and the Big Lebowski are engaged in argument

I R: “The Big Lebowski should pay for the Dude’s rug”

I the Dude is defending statement R

I the Big Lebowski disagrees
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The Dude’s stance

I the rug tied the room
together

I the urination was meant for
the Big Lebowski’s rug

I the cause of the incident
leads back to the Big
Lebowski’s wife
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Lebowski’s stance

I I didn’t pee on it—it’s not
my responsibility

I should I pay for every
ruined rug in the city?

I you’re just a bum looking
for a handout
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What is an argument?

I A group of statements that are intended to support a
conclusion

I “There are aliens. There are more planets in the universe that
are able to support life than there are grains of sand on our
beaches. If we are the only planet out of all those that has
life, then a miracle has occurred. But there are no miracles.”
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I sometimes arguments get
heated

I but arguments needn’t (in
fact shouldn’t) be fights

I anger and emotion are
distractions from rational
argumentation
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“A deduction is speech in which, certain things having been
supposed, something different from those supposed results of
necessity because of their being so.” (Aristotle)

Aristotle (384-322 BCE)
The earliest formal study of logic: Aristotle’s The Organon
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Truth-preservation

I Logical reasoning is truth-preserving: Supposing that one
starts with true statements, if one reasons logically one will
arrive at a true conclusion.
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Syllogisms

All mammals are warm-blooded.
Some sea creatures are mammals.

Some sea creatures are warm-blooded.

All A are B.
Some C are A.

Some C are B.
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All A are B.
Some C are A.

Some C are B. X VALID

A

B

CA

B

CA

B

C
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Is logic important?

I Would you like me to prove it to you that logic is important?

I Ok, here is an argument that logic is essential to your
education and intellectual pursuit in general.

But first let me ask you this: how will you know whether
or not my argument is a good argument?
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When one of those who were present said, “Persuade
me that logic is necessary,” Epictetus replied, “Do you
wish me to prove this to you?” The answer was ‘yes’.
And Epictetus replied, “How then will you know if I am
cheating you by my argument?”

The man was silent.
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Logic is important

I Logic is a mandatory course for both historical and practical
reasons

I Logic is an historically important area of philosophical research

I Logic is also an indispensable tool for philosophical inquiry: to
evaluate and critique arguments and claims

I Virtually every area of philosophy—be it ethics, metaphysics
or epistemology—relies extensively on concepts from logic
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Is Logic too hard?

I The word on the street is that Logic is hard.

I It is a challenging exam, and passing it does take genuine
effort.

I Some stats:
I average mark for Logic = 64
I average mark for Morality & Value = 57
I pass rate is above 80%
I 50% of Logic students get a first
I below 10% receive firsts in other pre-honours classes

practice, practice, practice!
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Pinocchio

“My nose will grow now”
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Read: Hunter, 4-13.

“Logic takes care of itself; all we have to do is to look
and see how it does it.” – Ludwig Wittgenstein 1921
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